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Inner Shells

B. FRICKE

1. Introduction

Interest in the physics of atomic inner shells is currently undergoing a
renaissance after lying nearly dormant for some forty years. In the early
days of quantum mechanics many basic problems were formulated in
principle but had to be set aside as intractable in practice. Many of these
can now be solved with modern experimental and theoretical techniques.
From the experimental point of view the rapidly increasing interest in inner
shells since the late 60s is the result of the availability of highly ionized
heavy atoms with energies sufficient to reach the domain of inner-shells
at a great number of small- and medium-sized accelerators. The experi
mental results together with the rapid development of faster and Iarger
computers has stimulated this field from the theoretical point of view. The
accuracy of the best Hartree-Fock calculations available nowadays already
allows a quasiexperimental determination of the quantum electro
dynamical contributions for the inner shells of high-Z atoms. This method
as weIl as the results for the binding energies of inner shells for low Z, large
Z, and superheavy Z (larger than 137) will be discussed in the first part of
this chapter. In the second part the inner-shell vacancy production mech
anisms such as Coulomb ionization and molecular excitation will be dis
cussed very briefly. During the collision, combined atom or quasimolecular
phenomena appear, which will be considered in the last part of this
chapter.
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2. Binding Energies ofInner Electrons

B. Fricke

2.1. Method 0/ Calculation

How well do the experimental binding energies of atomic electrons
compare with theoretical calculations? This is one of the basic questions in
atomic physics. The method of calculation of binding energies from a
theoretical point of view was given by Hartree and Fock(l) in the late
1920s.

2.1.1. Hartree-Fock Calculations

The so-called Hartree-Fock method is the basis of all good atomic
calculations. This method with the various assumptions and approxima
tions used nowadays is discussed in this book in Chapter 1. Only the
nonrelativistic methods are reviewed there. Because we are interested here
in the inner electrons, we must include the relativistic methods. As we shall
see, even for neon (Z = 10) relativistic effects cannot be neglected and,
for larger-Z atoms, nonrelativistic attempts to describe the atom are
absolutely wrong. The difference between the nonrelativistic and the rela
tivistic description first given by Dirac(2) is in the different kinetic energy
operator. The relativistic Hamiltonian for the many-electron system may
be expressed as

allN

electrons [ Z] 1
H= ~ -iCUiVi +ßiC 2 - - + L.-

l ri i<] rij

where U and ß are the Dirac 4 x 4 matrices

(1)

ß = (10 0)
-1

with (J' the Pauli matrices and 1 the unit matrix.
Using this relativistic Hamiltonian the resulting Hartree-Fock equa

tions for the radial functions, where f.L and lJ are indices running over all
occupied levels, take the foHowing form:

(2)

(3)
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Vp.=![-Z+IIqAf(JL, v)Yk(v, v)] (4)
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P and Q are the large and small components of the wave functions,
respectively; A E and BE are angular coefficients. For details of the rela
tivistic Hartree-Fock method see Grant.(3) The relativistic Hartree-Fock
equations (2)-(6) can easily be compared with the nonrelativistic expres
sion in Chapter 1 of this book.

The main difference is that we now have a coupled system of 2N
differential equations of first order for the large and the small components
P and 0 of the wave functions compared to the N coupled equations of
second order in the nonrelativistic case.

These coupled differential equations have to be solved by iteration to
self-consistency. As a result we get a value for the total energy. The
binding energies E bind of the electrons are given by the difference of the
total energies E T of the whole atom before and after the ionization:

E bind = ET(atom) - ET(ion)

If we use the results from such relativistic Hartree-Fock (or Dirac-Fock)
calculations and compare them with experimental binding energies of inner
electrons in very heavy atoms, we still find a discrepancy of the order of
10/0. Approximations to this Dirac-Fock method such as Dirac-Slater or
Dirac-Fock-Slater calculations (see Ref. 3) may yield better agreement
with experimental results but may not be taken as better methods because
they have an adjustable parameter and are, therefore, not fully ab initio
methods.

2.1.2. Additional Effects (Magnetic, Retardation, QED)

At this level of sophistication all additional effects not taken into
account so far have to be included. These are the magnetic effects, the
influence of retardation in the interaction of the electrons, the quantum
electrodynamic effects-vacuum polarization and self-energy (or vacuum
fluctuation), and the correlation energy.
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(7)

Although the total effect of the correlation energy may be large, the
net effect can be neglected for the inner electrons in very heavy atoms
because we have to deal here with differences of the same magnitude.i"

The Hamiltonians of all four remaining additional effects are known
only as perturbations, so their contribution can be computed consistently in
aperturbation calculation only. The magnetic energy and the retardation'i"
are given by the well-known Breit Hamiltonian

_ _ _~[ai . aj (airij)· (ajrij)]
H B - H m ag +Hretard - 2 + ()3

rij rij

The vacuum polarization to first order in (Za) can be expressed'?' by a
local potential

with

2ae
2 f per') (I 'I) ,

VV.P. = 377" Ir-r'I Z o r-r dJ (8)

(9)

and Ae = 386 fm and per) is the nuclear charge density; the self-energy part,
on the other hand, cannot be given by a simple expression. For these two
QED corrections we also refer to Chapter 4 in this book on the Lamb shift.
For large Z the vacuum fluctuation can be calculated according to the
theory of Brown et al.(7) and the new calculations of Desiderio et al.(8) and
Mohr.(9)

2.2. Results and Comparison with Experiments

2.2.1. Low-Z, Highly Ionized Atoms

A large number of excellent measurements of the spectra of highly
ionized and excited atoms have been performed during recent years. For
details see Chapter 17 of this work and Refs. 10 and 11. Because of the
great complexity of the spectra many groups have focused their interest on
highly ionized few-electron systems,(12) where it is still possible to handle
the problem from the theoretical point of view. For example in Figure 1
part of the beam-foil excited Auger electron spectrum'f" of Ne on C is
shown measured in coincidence with the outgoing projectile having the
well-defined charge state 8+. At the top of this figure the calculated
transition energies are given; they fit the experimental data very weIl. In
these calculations the even better and much more complicated multi
configuration Dirac-Fock method was used instead of the Dirac-Fock
treatment discussed above.
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Figure 1. The KLL Auger spectrum of neon measured in coin
cidence with Ne8

+ projectiles after bombarding a carbon foil.
In the upper half comparison with levels from multi
configuration Dirac-Fock calculations are given.
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If we compare these results with the analogous nonrelativistic cal
culations we find a large shift of the two lines on the extreme right and
extreme left of the spectrum in Figure 1. These two lines have large
contributions from the 2s electron level, which is strongly influenced by the
relativistic effects. This one example shows that only a full relativistic
analysis of the spectra of highly ionized atoms with low Z leads to good
agreement and thus relativistic effects have to be introduced even in this
part of the periodic system.

2.2.2. Heavy Atoms with Inner Shell Vacancies

A comparison of theoretical and experimental binding energies of
inner-shell electrons in very heavy atoms is very important for several
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Figure 2. Graphical comparison of the
experimentalls binding energy of
fermium with theoretical Dirac-Fock
calculations plus all known additional
contributions.

reasons. The first question is: "How good are the Dirac-Fock cal
culations?" This question is nontrivial because the Dirac equation itself is,
in principle, a single-partial equation and the inclusion of more electrons
cannot be justified from first principles. The second question is: "How
large are the additional effects discussed in Section 2.1.2 T The third
question is: "Do we need to take into account further effects such as
nonlinear electrodynamic contributions, wh ich were discussed by Greiner
et al.(14)?"

Because all these effects, and thus the possible discrepancies, strongly
increase with Z, the best way to answer these questions is to examine the
highest element yet measured. In Table 1 a comparison'<" is given for the
innermost electrons of fermium (Z = 100) measured by Porter et al. ( 6

) In
the calculated electric energies as weIl as the magnetic energies the relax
ation effect due to the re arrangement from the atom to the ion is
included.The error in the theoretical calculation still is of the order of
20 eV because of the uncertainty in the calculation of the self -energy.
Table 1 definitely shows that the agreement for all the inner levels is within
the error bars. This excellent agreement is also shown for the ls level in
Figure 2. A similar comparison of x-ray lines from plutonium and
thorium(17) also leads to astonishingly good results.

This shows that the answers to our questions are as folIows. The
Dirac-Fock approximation using the solution of the Dirac equation is an
excellent method even as far as the element fermium (Z = 100). The
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additional contributions are contained within the error limit of ±20 eV and
we do not need to include, at this degree of accuracy, any additional effects.
Since the experimental uncertainty is now within 1 eV,(l7) however, much
more work has to be done in the future from the theoretical point of view.

2.2.3. Level Behavior [or Atoms with Z> 137

Bearing in mind the results in Table 1, which show an excellent
agreement between theory and experiment, we can at least be relatively
sure that theoretical calculations performed for even higher Z will be
realistic approximations.

A magic limit is Z = 137 because at this point the solution of the Dirac
equation for the 1s level of a hydrogenic atom, with a point nucleus,
becomes imaginary. This limit can be circumvented if one uses an extended
nucleus so that the divergency at r = 0 disappears. The resulting level
behavior calculated from self-consistent Dirac-Slater calculations'<'" is
given in Figure 3.

Two interesting effects occur. The large spin-orbit splitting of levels
such as the 2Pl/2 and 2p3/2 or the 3Pl/2 and 3p3/2 levels increases so

140130120110
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rapidly that their binding energy at Z = 170 differs already by factors of 6
and 4, respectively. The wave functions also change so much that the
shielding for the 51/2 electrons becomes much larger than the Pl/2 electrons
having the same principal quantum number. As a result the 2pl/2 level
becomes lower than the 251/2 level for Z above 130.

For even larger Z the ordering of the levels becomes very strange (see
Figure 3). This will show up in the behavior of the outer levels and even in
the predictions related to the chemistry of these elcments.Y'" The second,
even more interesting result, is that at, or near, Z = 173 the ls level dives
into the negative continuum. For a long time it was not clear what would
happen if such abound level reached the negative continuum, until Müller
et ale (20) found that this could weIl be interpreted in a way similar to a
quasibound level in the positive continuum. They also predicted the crea
tion of positrons when a hole is brought down into the negative continuum.

As we shall see in Section 4, this discussion of the level behavior is by
no means academic since in the near future it will be possible to create
quasi atoms with very large Z for a time of the order of 10-18 sec, by
bombarding uranium with uranium, giving a united Z = 184. We refer to
Section 4, where the united atom phenomena will be discussed briefly.

3. Inner-Shell Vacancy Production Mechanisms

Inner-shell excitation in atomic collisions has reached a refined stage
within the past decade. Evidently, the relatively simplest collision system is
that of a swift structureless point charge ZI of velocity VI penetrating a
hydrogenlike atom (nuclear charge Z2) while the electrons (orbital velocity
u) are only slightly perturbed by the projectile. This condition is fulfilled,

10 r---------------__,

Figure 4. Regions of validity for
various approximation schemes
as a function of Z1/Z2 and
collision velocity v (in units of the
K -shell electron velocity UK).

v/u)(
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e.g., for inner shells in the case of Z1 «Z2 or V1» u. Such systems have
been the subject of intense experimental and theoretical study,(21-23) which
has resulted in a large body of data elucidating even the finer details of the
interaction.(lO,24) Generally, this region is termed "Coulomb excitation,"
indicating that excitation occurs mainly by direct Coulomb interaction
between the projectile and the atomic electron. If the internal structure of
the projectile and its influence on the target atom electrons cannot be
neglected, particularly at low ion velocities V1 « u and comparable nuclear
charges (Z1/Z2 = 1), the interaction tends to become more complex. This is
the region of "molecular excitation," where excitation occurs by way of
coupling between promoted levels in the quasimolecule formed during the
collision. (25) These different regions are shown in Figure 4. The distinction
between both regimes is helpful though somewhat arbitrary as it separates
in a qualitative way regions in which different methods are applied.

3.1. Coulomb Ionization Processes

3.1.1. Plane- Wave Born Approximation (PWBA)

The first treatment by quantum mechanics of the ionization process
was based on the Bethe-Born approximation.Y'v"! In this approximation
the incident charged particles are treated as plane waves, whereas the
target electrons are described by hydrogenic wave functions. The inter
action between the projectile and the electron is treated to first order. The
PWBA formula for the differential cross section for Coulomb ejection of a
target electron with final energy E f is given by

(10)

with

(11)

Here Z1e, Mt, and E 1 are the charge, mass, and energy of the projectile.
Further, hq denotes the momentum transfer with hq« its minimum value.
The quantities t/Ji,f are the electron wavefunctions in the initial and final
states, respectively. The summation in Eq. (11) is extended over all final
electron states.
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The condition for the Born approximation to be valid for the descrip
tion of a collision between two particles with charges Zie and Z2e, pro
jectile and target, respectively, is given by the inequality

(12)

with VI being the relative velocity of the particles.Y" Nonrelativistic Cou
lomb wave functions have been used in Eq. (11) for the calculation of total
ionization cross sections for various electron shells. (28,21) It appears that
bombarding-energy dependences of the total Coulomb ionization cross
sections are qualitatively described by PWBA calculations. This is well
supported by experiments on K -shell Coulomb ionizations.Y'" However,
for K-shell ionizations, in particular, the agreement between experiment
and nonrelativistic PWBA calculations is poor in the following two cases:
(i) for very heavy target atoms, and (ii) at low projectile energies. For the
heavy target atoms the PWBA Coulomb ionization cross sections are too
smalI. Jamnik and Zupancic'Y" have repeated the PWBA K -shell cal
culations with relativistic wave functions for the electrons. The relativistic
increase of the electron density near the origin gives rise to an enlargement
of the ionization cross sections, improving the agreement with experiment
considerably. In the low-energy region, the inequality in Eq. (12) is no
longer fulfilled. This manifests itself in PWBA cross sections that are too
large compared to the experimental values. This fact was the impetus for
the development of the semiclassical approximation model for atomic
Coulomb excitation.

3.1.2. Binary Bncounter Approximation (BEA)

Fairly recently Garcia(31) introduced the binaryencounter approxi
mation model (BEA) for the treatment of inner-shell ionizations by heavy
charged particles based on the work of Gryzinski. (32) In this model the
ionization process is considered as a classical impact between the projectile
and a free target electron. The role ascribed to the rest of the atom is
simply to provide the electron under consideration with a velocity dis
tribution in its initial state. It should be noted that the BEA model may be
looked upon as an example of the impulse approximation'{"; hence an
agreement with the PWBA model at higher projectile energies is not
surprising. From this rather simple but highly applicable model a scaling
law is obtainable. (31) This law permits direct scaling of the total ionization
cross sections for the respective inner electron shells for all target charges
according to the binding energy of the electron shell in question. For the
K -shell ionization the scaling law may be written in the following form:

BkuK = g(B I / BK) (13)
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with g a general function to a good approximation, and the quantity BK
denoting the K -shell binding energy. For protons inducing K -shell ion
ization, in particular, the BEA model has yielded cross sections in very
good agreement with experiment. At lower bombarding energies the
agreement with measurement is not as good. However, approximate cor
rections for the nuclear repulsion of the projectile improves the
agreement. (31)

Attempts have been made to improve the BEA model. In the original
version of the model, relativistic effects on the velocity distribution and the
mass of the target electron were not included. However, they have recently
been considered by Hansen,(34) using rather complicated computations.
Furthermore, McGuire(35) and McGuire and Omidvar'<" have established
an impact parameter description of atomic K -shell ionization cross
sections within the frame of the BEA picture, presumably inspired by the
semiclassical approximation picture of Bang and Hansteen. (22) The
method appears to result in relatively simple computations and rather
satisfactory agreement with the few available experimental data. However,
as pointed out by McGuire,(35) conceptually this extension of the BEA
model does not seem to be entirely indisputable. The uncertainty principle
does not appear to be satisfied, and also the applied identification pro
cedure for introducing the projectile path, and thus the impact parameter,
might seem somewhat artificial. Further work will show whether this most
recent extension of the BEA model is weIl founded and proves to be
fruitful.

3.1.3. Semiclassical Approximation (SCA)

The simplicity of the approach of the semiclassical approximation
model for atomic Coulomb excitation should be stressed. The motion of
the impinging particle in the field of the target nucleus is treated classically,
whereas the transition of the inner-shell electron to the continuum is
studied quantum mechanically.

The necessary and sufficient condition for a classical treatment of the
incoming, ionizing particle iS(27b)

2Z1Z2e2 » hVl (14)

where, as above, the indices 1 and 2 refer to the projectile and target
nucleus, respectively. Provided the condition in Eq. (14) is satisfied, the
SCA theory permits calculations of differential as well as total Coulomb
ionization cross sections. (22,23)

The treatment of the atomic Coulomb excitaton in the SCA formula
tion has hitherto been based on first-order time-dependent perturbation
theory in impact parameter form and using unperturbed single-electron
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wave functions. The Coulomb interaction between the bound inner-shell
electron and the bare projectile nucleus is used as the perturbing
potential

2
V == Zle

Ir-R(t)1
(15)

with R(t) denoting the time-dependent position vector of the electron. By
the introduction of hyperbolic paths in Eq. (15) it may be shown that the
deflection of the bombarding particle in the Coulomb field of the target
nucleus plays an important part in determining the magnitude of the
ionization cross sections for low projectile energies.

One further advantage of the SCA model is that for high projectile
energies, i.e., projectile paths degenerated into straight lines, the SCA
model yields differential Coulomb ionization cross sections da-/ dEr exactly
equivalent to the corresponding PWBA expression.(22,37)

The computational difficulties connected with the application of the
complete SCA model are very large. The straight-line SCA modification is
considerably more manageable and is, at present, in frequent use.(38)

3.1.4. Perturbed Stationary State Approximation

Very recently a formal framework for the theory of atomic inner-shell
Coulomb ionizations by heavy charged particles has been given.(39-41)
From standard perturbed stationary state theory(42) formulas containing
perturbed atomic wave functions have been developed. Atomic wave
functions at the distance of closest approach of the projectile are exploited.
More specifically, the eigenfunctions used are those of the target atom
perturbed by the projectile point charge at rest at the distance of closest
approach from the target nucleus. In slow collisions, the approximation of
Brandt and co-workers includes two effects not contained in the PWBA.
They were originally incorporated into the theory a decade aga by Brandt
et al.(43) These effects are: (1) an increase in the binding energy feIt by the
electron to be ejected ("binding effect") in the presence of the moving
projectile inside the electron shell in question; (2) the Coulomb deflection
of the projectile in the field of the target nucleus, this effect being
incorporated in an approximate manner as inspired by the semiclassical
model. This approximation has led to close agreement between theory and
experiment. (39,41)

For a more detailed discussion of the theories of Coulomb ionization
we refer to Hansteen'T" and Madison et al.(24) For a comparison with
experimental results we refer to Chapter 17 of this book and references
therein.
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3.2. Molecular Excitation

In the course of the discussion of the inner-shell vacancy production
mechanisms, we always have to bear in mind that the various methods
discussed here are "valid" only for certain regions of Z11Z2 and vII u as
shown in Figure 4. The Coulomb ionization processes mainly occur in the
lower part of this figure. When it became apparent that, for ZI :::::: Z2 and
VI « u, the observed cross sections for inner-shell ionization (at least for
small Z) were many orders of magnitude larger than predicted by any
approximation discussed so far, Fano and Lichten'Y' and Lichten(46) pro
posed that electron promotion via crossing molecular orbitals (MO) was
the reason. This region is shown in Figure 4 (upper left). In this molecular
orbital model, vacancies in the higher orbitals of the diatomic quasi
moIeeule can be fiIIed by electrons from Iower orbitals (electron pro
motion) giving rise to a finite probability that, after collision, the separated
atoms have inner-shell vacancies, Lichten'i'?' and also later Barat and
Lichten(47)discuss this process in terms of diabatic correlation diagrams. In
Figure 5 we give the best known example of such a diabatic one-electron
correlation diagram: the symmetrie Ar-Ar collision(46) where, at large
internuclear distances, the energy levels are those of Ar, whereas at zero
internuclear distance they are those of the united Kr atom. The large
decrease in the binding energy of the two 4fu electrons originating from the
2p shell of the separated atoms is the most dominant feature. Saris(48) and
Saris and Onderdelinden(49) measured the L-shell, x-ray production cross
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sections in Ne and Ar gas targets for various projectiles from H+ to Ti+at
bombarding energies below 130 keV. These data clearly show that heavy
ions produce x-rays at a rate that is orders of magnitude larger than that
predicted by direct Coulomb ionization at these low energies. Similar
results were found for K -vacancy production in many low-Z solid
targets.(50-51) The enhanced cross sections and the existence of an apparent
threshold (connected with the onset of the 4fO' promotion) for x-ray pro
duction lend support to the MO model of inner-shell ionization.

Because of the large amount of experimental data and their (at least
partial) description within this MO model we refer for details to Chapter
17 of this book as well as to several reviews. (52-55)

Because of the complexity of the colliding atoms or ions with their
large numbers of electronic levels and transitions involved, an ab initio
theoretical treatment that is tractable for large systems has not been given
so far. Most calculations are done in a two- (few-) level approximation
using either an adiabatic or diabatic representation. (55-57) For systems with
a few electrons only, and thus very small Z, a full molecular treatment is
possible but is out of practical reach for all other collisions. Often the exact
number of electrons in the real system is virtually unknown over the full
collision path. Evidently, K excitation is the most manageable problem for
a quantitative analysis within a one-electron MO diagram model, since the
2pO'-2p7T level crossing is isolated and the states that couple, by rotational
interaction, are as near to hydrogenic as one can get. This process has been
treated first by Briggs and Macek(58)and Astner et al.(59) using a scaled D;
model. Not only do the experimental total cross sections agree well with
the theoretical ones near excitation threshold, e.g., up to 300 keV Ne +-Ne,
but so also does the characteristic doubly peaked shape of the cross section
as function of the impact parameter.I'''" providing a clear distinction from
the Coulomb excitation mechanism. But even this K -shell ionization,
which is the relatively simplest problem in this connection, is not fully
understood. In the schematic correlation Figure 6, we see all possible
electronic transitions (a)-(e) that can leave K vacancies in one of the
collision partners after the collision. (61) As just discussed, the 2pO'-2p7T
electron promotion process (a) via rotational coupling is the most powerful
process as long as there are vacancies in the 2p(H) state. Generally, this is
Da longer true for ZI, Z2> 10 although in solids such vacancies can be
produced in multiple collision processes (see Refs. 10, 24, 26). Also,
two-step processes, with long-range radial coupling of the 2p7T state to
suitable vacant atomic orbitals at the beginning of the collision, can pro
duce the vacancies needed to bring process (a) into play. Processes (b) and
(c) are the direct excitation processes of the 2pO' and the IsO' electrons,
respectively, to the continuum and to vacant bound MO's. Also process (e)
followed by (a) leads to a 2pO' electron hole.
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Figure 6. Schematic molecular orbital diagram of the
innermost levels for an assymetric collision.H, L, and
U refer to the higher-Z, lower-Z, and uni ted atom,
respectively; (a) shows the 2p7T-2pU level coupling,
(b), (c), and (e) are direct ionization processes into
vacant bound levels or the continuum, and (d) stands
for the vacancy-sharing process of the two lowest
levels.

Once formed, a Zp.; vacancy can be shared between the ls(L) and
ls(H) states. If w is the branching ratio, the cross sections for K -vacancy
production in the lower-Z and higher-Z collision partners are given
according to Meyerhof(62) by

eTK (L) = (1 - W )eT(2pa)

eTK (H) = weT(2po-) + eT(lso-)

where in the absence of direct Zp; vacancies as weIl as multiple collision
effects

er(2Pa ) = a (e )-(a) + a (b )

eT(lso-) = eT(e)

The Zp.;~ ls(H) vacancy transfer probability w has been computed'I''"
using a schematic radial coupling process first proposed by Nikitin and also
examined by Demkov.* Because of the absence of good quantitative
single-mechanism cross sections, Meyerhof et al. (62) used scaling laws and
thus were able to fit the cross sections for the K vacancy productions quite

* For a review of this subject see Ref. 63.
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weIl. This model explains the steep increase in the cross section for the
projectile in the vicinity of the near-symmetric collision.

These semitheoretical considerations are far from the point where
they could be generalized for all parts of the periodic system where
different effects may be more important. It is worth mentioning here that,
in very heavy systems, strong relativistic effects come into play and even
change the structure of the correlation diagrams so that all scaling pro
cedures fitted to low-Z results become very questionable.

In summary it appears that in special regions inner-shell ionization
phenomena are weIl understood. For Z 1 =Z2 and VI« 'U, the molecular
promotion model gives a satisfactory and often a quantitative account of
the excitation process. Particularly in medium-Z collision systems, the
one-electron 2pu-2p'lr coupling model in combination with the vacancy
sharing concept describes K excitation quite weIl. For ZI « Z2 and VI =u,
elose agreement between theory (e.g., the SCA) and experiment can be
obtained, and binding energy effects seem to be fairly weil under control.
Excitation of higher than K shells still gives some problems, probably due
to uncertainties in the interatomic potential and the wave functions. For
VI > U, little experimental data exist since the ion energies involved in
inner-shell excitation are quite high in this relative velocity scheme. For
increasing Z1, a simple zi scaling soon becomes insufficient, and other
effects, such as charge exchange, grow in (as yet not quantified)
importance.

The region between Coulomb excitation and molecular excitation is
still a no-man's land. Experiments are scarce and a satisfactory theory does
not exist. It is safe to predict that interesting things are going to happen
here.

4. United Atom Phenomena and Related Processes

4.1. Molecular Orbital (MO)X-Rays; REC

A most interesting phenomenon is observed during heavy ion
collisions. If a vacancy in an inner molecular level decays during the
collision a quasimolecular noncharacteristic x-ray or MO x-ray can be
observed. This process is schematically introduced in Figure 6, where a
2pu-1su (usually called MO K x-ray) transition is shown. A very rough
estimate of the probability of such a process is given by /11 TK, where /1 is
thecollision time and TK the K -vacancy lifetime. For 30-MeV Br-Br this
ratio is of the order of 10-16 sec/lO-13 sec =10-3

. For Land M vacancy
decay this number can be of the order of 10-1

.

The pioneering experiment in this field was made in 1934 by
Coates/64

) who measured the x-ray production cross section for several
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targets after the bombardment with 2.4-MeV mercury ions. To explain his
observed large cross sections he proposed that the ionization mechanism is
one of the time-varying molecular interactions rather than a direct Cou
lomb interaction. He also observed that some x-rays were not charac
teristic of either the beam or the target. These two important observations
were, unfortunately, ignored for some 30 years.

The first experimental evidence and interpretation for MO L x-rays
was found by Saris et al.(65) in Ar-Ar collisions in 1971 without knowledge
of the experiments of Coates. Molecular orbital M x-rays were found by
Mokler et al.(66) in I collisions with Au, Th, and U, and MO K x-rays were
first detected by McDonald et al. (67) in C-C collisions. Meanwhile many
other groups have reported the detection of several MO x-rays. A sum
mary may be found in Refs. 68 and 69.

The observed spectra may be divided into two groups. The K MO
x-rays show a continuum spectrum, whereas the M (and some L) MO
spectra have a definite peak structure or at least shoulder behavior.

If a vacancy is present in a molecular level the transition can take place
at any value of the internuclear distance R with the probability pro
portional to the time spent around a distance Rand proportional to the
multipole transition probability integrated over all possible Rutherford
trajectories. For the K x-ray electronic transition the transition energy is a
continuous function of the internuclear distance R. Hence the MO K x-ray
spectrum is a continuum extending above the united atom limit because the
collision is a dynamic process connected to the lifetime of the vacancy, the
finite collision time, and the time dependence of the MO energy levels.
Much effort has been put into the interpretation of these spectra, especially
by the group of Greiner et al.,(7O) as weIl as Meyerhof.(7l)

A quantity that is discussed and measured nowadays by many groups
is the anisotropy of the emitted radiation. This is a quantity where details
of the sublevel occupation probabilities as weIl as the behavior of the wave
functions and their variations with time at small internuclear distances
come into efIect. Details of this interesting field may be found in Refs. 69,
72, and 73.

A very simple quasistatic interpretation for MO M x-rays for the
colliding I-Au system is given by Fricke et al.(74) They have calculated in a
self-consistent way the correlation diagram of this system making use of
the relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater method so that all relativistic effects,
spin-orbit splitting as well as the screening, are fully taken into account.
From this correlation diagram they have extracted all possible transitions
within the energy range of 5-11 keV, where the experimental MO M peak
occurs. After exact integration over all possible Rutherford trajectories
using dipole transition probabilities and a collision broadening of 0.5 keV,
they obtain the spectrum (b) in Figure 7, where (a) is the observed spec-
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Figure 7. (a) Experimental spectrum of 17-MeV I on Au corrected for absorber;
(b) calculated spectrum using a realistic Dirac-Fock-Slater correlation
diagfam(74) which reproduces the MO peak at 8 keV rather weIl.

trum. Using this method the correct structure and behavior is fairly well
reproduced. A similar interpretation'< " for the L MO x-rays of the system
I-Ag showed equally good results.

Since coincidence spectra as functions of the scattering angle of the
colliding atom have begun to be available, (76) the experimental obser
vations and theoretical interpretations of the molecular orbital x-rays have
come into a second, even more interesting phase. The impression after the
first five years of investigation of these noncharacteristic x-rays is that a
basic interpretation can be given but that most details need further
investigation.

During the course of these investigations another effect, long expected
from astrophysicists, has been found by Schnopper et al. (77): radiative
electron capture (REC). This is the radiative capture into vacant projectile
states of loosely bound target electrons. In such a transition, the normal
transition energy of the bound atomic state is added to the energy of
motion of the electron relative to the projectile. This makes the peak shift
with varying projectile energy and also with the scalar product of the
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momentum of the projectile and the electron wave function, thus making it
possible to extract important information on the momentum distribution of
the electron from the detailed investigation of the shape of the REC
peak. (78) More details, as weIl as information, on effects like radiative
Auger effect (RAE), radiative electron rearrangement (RER) or radiative
ionization (RI) may be found by K.-H. Schartner in Chapter 17 of this
work.

For the discussion of the electron bremsstrahlung and nuclear brems
strahlung, which mayaIso become important in the analysis of the spectra,
we can only refer to Refs. 71, 79, and 80.

4.2. Positron Emission in V-V Collision

If we go back to Figure 3, where we have considered the atomic
behavior of atoms with Z> 100, we can see that at or about Z ~ 173 the ls
level reaches the negative continuum of electrons. At that point this
discussion seemed to become purely academic.

Now in view of theMO x-rays and possible positron emission in V-V
collisions these values become most important even for the experimen
talists. The values in Figure 3 are then united atom collision limits of very
heavy atoms and are usually drawn on the left-hand side of the correlation
diagrams (see Figure 5).

In the MO M x-rays observed by Mokler et al.,(66) information from
quasiatoms with Zl +Z2 up to 145 can already be obtained. Proceeding to
even heavier colliding systems, at some point a limit is reached where the
lowest level dives into the negative continuum. Müller et al.(7o) have
examined the physics of this process and found that nothing observable
happens as lang as a full ls shell reaches the continuum. But if the 1s shell
carries a vacancy down into the negative continuum it is possible that an
electron from the negative continuum occupies this level thus leaving a
hole in the continuum. This hole is a positron, which will be emitted
immediately and may be observed. Greiner and co-workers(8l) calculated
the spectrum of the emitted positrons as a function of the projectile and
target Z as weIl as their incident energy. Because a positron is easy to
detect this experiment using the U - U, or even better the U -Cf, collision
seems to be the easiest way to get information from a region where QED
effects are most important.

In various respects the dynamics of the collision process not discussed
so far playamost dominant role in the discussion of the positron experi
ment.* First, the dynamical broadening of the energy levels may already

*The experiment is weIl underway; first results were already presented at GSI Seminars 1977;
see Ref. 82.
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create a electron-positron pair before the adiabatic level reaches the
negative continuum. Second, it is shown by first simplied coupled-channel
calculations(83,84) that for small impact parameters there is a chance on the
order of a few percent of direct vacancy formation in the ls level during
the collision. Third, there is a large probability of direct (Coulomb) forma
tion(85) of electron-positron pairs in the time-varying field of the quasisu
perheavy molecule as weIl as a secondary product following Coulomb
ionization(86) of the nucleus.

In conclusion one may predict that the whole field of inner shells
briefly discussed in this chapter will be one of the most interesting fields in
the future of modern atomic physics.
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